
Data protection policy (in accordance with GDPR)

In the public area of www.homoloquens.eu, which is accessible without specially requested

customer  access,  data  transmission  will  only  occur  when transmitting the  contact  form.  I

voluntarily renounce the collection of any other data.

By submitting my contact form you transfer the following data to me:

– the name of your enterprise

– the name of a contact person

– a phone number

– an email address

– a message to me

I use these data confidentially and solely for contacting you. By submitting the contact form

you explicitly consent to being contacted by me either by phone oder by email. As a matter of

course, you can withdraw this consent at any time.

I will under no circumstances pass any of your data to a third party. Your data is reliably

protected against unauthorized accesss, I nevertheless point out that data transmission on the

internet may have security gaps.

On request, I will gladly provide you with information on whether and to what extent I store

personal  data  about  you.  If  your  personal  data  is  incorrect,  you  can  have  it  rectified

immediately.  If  you  don't  want  any  personal  data  to  be  stored,  I  will  delete  any  data

immediately.

To exercise these rights, please contact: 

Christian Lemm. Am Marktweg 24. 42781 Haan (Gruiten). Germany. 

Phone number: 02104-8198220. Email address: christian@homoloquens.eu.

mailto:christian@homoloquens.eu


A few words about “cookies”

“Cookies”: a word you are nowadays likely to read on almost every single web site you visit.

But what are cookies and what do you, as a visitor to my web site, need to know about

cookies? 

Cookies  are  very  small  text  files  a  web  server  (in  this  case:  my  web  site

www.homoloquens.eu),  saves  on  a  web  client  (in  this  case:  your  computer),  via  a  web

browser. 

Without cookies, modern web programming is hardly possible. But I promise, that I'll only use

as many cookies as needed, and as few as possible.  

Let me explain that to you: Cookies are not necessarily harmful. Many useful web applications

are only possible by using cookies, or at least considerably more comfortable by using cookies.

Just to give one example: You'll  appreciate it  when www.homoloquens.eu remembers  the

language you usually use when visiting the site – the site will be shown to you in this language

on your next visit, without you having to chose it again.  That's comfortable – and completely

harmless.

Nevertheless, there can be “evil” cookies as well – or at least cookies that can do things you

don't  want  them to  do.  Cookies  can be  used  to  track  your  web  activities  and  to  pursue

marketing campaigns tailored to your web activities based on the data collected.

That's something I won't do. I completely renounce any tracking of your web activities, for

whatever purpose.

On the following page you'll find all cookies I make of, those necessary und those increasing

the ease of use.



Overview of “cookies” on www.homoloquens.eu

Necessary cookies:

I use cookiees that identify you as a customer with a valid customer access and that allow
you to enter your customer area. These cookies will be deleted on leaving the customer area. 

Cookies increasing ease of use:

In case you have consented, a few more cookies will be used. These are:

- a cookie saving your consent into the use of cookies
- a cookie saving your preferred language


